HANDBOOK

SAVE THE CAMP! Is an action filled,
free and fun game that teaches
financial literacy.



Based on Ontario curriculum expectations and drawing from
teacher expertise, Save the Camp! focusses on two of the most
important aspects of financial literacy: b
 udgeting wisely and
borrowing responsibly.

Financial Literacy in Canadian Schools
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THE BASICS
Save the Camp! Is a tower defense game where success depends on
how well you manage your money.
The game features everything players have come to know and love
about tower defence — repelling waves of enemies with an arsenal of
unique towers — but puts a spin on the genre by focussing on how
players allocate their resources and save for the future.

Building Towers

Tap the build sites (pictured left) to construct a towers that will defend
your flag. As rival campers pass by, towers will automatically attack and
send those pesky invaders back where they came from.

Spending Money
Towers can be purchased in two ways: cash or credit. Tap the green
numbers to use cash. Tap the red numbers to buy on credit.

Defending your flag
Watch your flag closely. Each enemy that passes through will lower your
flag by 1 point. If it reaches zero, game over!
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BUDGETING
A budget is a written document or electronic file that helps you
take control of your personal finances. It is an excellent money
management tool that helps you achieve your financial goals.
Think about your goals
Before you start making a budget, it’s important to take some
time and think about your goals. Do you need to pay off your
debts? Do you want to save to buy a home? Remember to always
consider the difference between needs and wants when starting
a budget.
Keep track of your money
Most people know how much money they make (income). But do
you know where your money is going (expenses)?

IN THE APP

Earning Money (income)
Players receive a daily paycheque. Starting at $120 in Week 1, their
compensation will slowly rise as the levels become more difficult.

Spending Money (expenses)
Defending your camp costs money. Each tower has a different
construction cost, but also different benefits. Take your time at the start of
each level to think about your needs and how much you’ll have to spend.

Saving
If there’s money left over at the end of the Week, you can place as much
as you want into a savings account. Drag the slider to control how much
you deposit.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Ask your students/child if they have ever saved for something? What was it? How
long did they have to save?
What is the difference between a want and a need? Give an example of each.
What are your goals? Do you want to travel? Do you want to own a house?

SAMPLE EXERCISE
In Week 1 of Save the Camp! players will receive $120 dollars a day, for a total of
$840. Constructing a spitball tower costs $80, while a water balloon tower costs
$200.
Use the template below to create a budget that shows both your income and
expenses for all seven days of Week 1.

Day

Income

Expenses

Balance

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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BORROWING
Sometimes, people need more money than they have available.
For example, when buying a house, paying tuition for university, or
in emergencies. In situations like these (and many others) people
choose to borrow m
 oney.
One of the most common forms of borrowing are c
 redit cards.
While credit cards are widely available (once you turn 18) and
easy ways to access extra money, they also come with high
interest rates and possible f ees. It’s important to understand the
benefits and risks of credit in order to use it wisely.
Pay off your balance in full
Carrying a balance means that everything you charge to your
credit card actually costs you more than the purchase price,
because you are paying interest.
Make regular payments
Paying the balance in full every month will show other lenders
that you are a responsible borrower. On the other hand, if you
make payments late or miss them entirely, you hurt your c
 redit
score.

IN THE APP

Paying with Credit
If you run out of cash, towers can be purchased with credit. Tap the red
numbers in the construction menu to use credit. Keep an eye on the debt
indicator, because interest will be charged each day!

Credit Score
At the end of each level, outstanding debt will be automatically paid off
with remaining cash. If you’re able to make your payments, your credit
score will increase, if you
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Why do people borrow money? Name some of the good reasons to borrow money.
Name some bad reasons.
Is 18 the correct age to own a credit card? Should it be older? Younger? Write a
paragraph expressing your opinion and give reasons to support your answer.

SAMPLE EXERCISES
If you put $200 on credit on Day 1 of Save the Camp! What would be your total
amount owing on Day 7, if the interest rate is 3.5%? Round your answer to the
nearest tenth.
Ian puts $125 into his savings account that pays 2% interest, compounding each
week. Make a table of values to show how much the savings account is worth after
7 weeks.
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GLOSSARY
Balance
Money remaining after all expenses have been paid.
Borrowing (loan)
To take money with the promise of paying it back.
Budget
An itemized allotment of funds for a given period.
Compound Interest
Interest paid on both the principal and the accrued interest.
Credit Score
A 3-digit number that represents your history as a lender. A credit score is
created using a mathematical formula based on factual information about
your credit cards and loans, such as: how much you owe, whether you miss
payments and whether or make payments on time.
Debt
Money that is owed to a person or institution (such as a bank or credit union)
Fees
A charge associated with using a credit card. Fees are normally charged for
going over your credit limit or missing payments.
Expenses
Money paid for goods or services.
Income
Money received for goods, services, or from other sources, such as
investments.
Interest
Payment from a borrower to a lender above the amount borrowed. Usually
expressed as a percentage.
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THANK YOU
Content for this handbook was sourced from the Financial Consumer Agency of
Canada website and the Ontario Ministry of Education Scope and Sequence
documents for Financial Literacy.
A special thanks to Brian Aspinall, Enzo Ciardelli, Steven Floyd and Jeffrey Keil - all
Ontario teachers - who helped create the sample exercise and activities.
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